
     If I put Mentos in different kinds of diet 
sodas, which one will explode the highest?

     Have you ever seen what happened 
after you put Mentos in Coke? The soda 
explodes!

     But what about the other sodas? Which 
of those sodas would explode the highest?

     I have always wondered if other sodas 
can explode if I put Mentos in them.

     So I thought it would be a fun 
experiment if I tested out which sodas 
would explode the highest!
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My investigation is, 
“Which soda will 
explodes the highest 
with Mentos?” 

My Investigation!



My Research!
What I Learned!

● I learned that when you use diet soda over regular, you get a better explosion. Also so you don’t get 
covered in a sugary-sticky mess. www.stevespanglerscience.com

● I learned what size soda is best for soda and Mentos. They found that a can of soda or even a 12 oz 
bottle does not work very well for this experiment. A 2L bottle is best for exploding Mentos. 
Sciencedipity.co

● I learned that the people testing the amounts found that using 7 Mentos on each works best. You do 
not get a bigger explosion if you add more than 7 Mentos so and anything more is just a waste. 
/www.stevespanglerscience.com

https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/original-mentos-diet-coke-geyser/#:~:text=Many%20soda%20geyser%2Dologists%20believe,these%20soda%2Dsoaked%20science%20enthusiasts
https://sciencedipity.co.uk/the-problem-with-the-coke-mentos-experiment/#:~:text=Ensure%20you%20use%20a%202L,as%20they%20are%20less%20viscous
https://www.stevespanglerscience.com/lab/experiments/original-mentos-diet-coke-geyser/#:~:text=Many%20soda%20geyser%2Dologists%20believe,these%20soda%2Dsoaked%20science%20enthusiasts


My Hypothesis!

If I put Mentos in more than one type of 
diet soda, then the soda with the most 
carbonation (or fizz) will go the highest. 
Since Diet Coke has always been 
tested in the past, I think it will be the 
best at creating a big explosion. 

Mentos has little microscopic cracks in 
it, and when the carbon dioxide in the 
soda slips into those pockets in causes 
the soda to explode. 



My Experiment Materials! 
Materials for experiment: 

● 18 bottles of 6 different varieties of 2L diet sodas (3 each to test 
multiple trials)

○ Diet Coke, Diet Dr. Pepper, Diet Pepsi, Diet 7 Up, Diet Mt 
Dew, and  Diet A&W Root Beer

● 1 measuring tape attached to a ladder
● A tube to drop Mentos into the sodas
● Someplace outside you wouldn't mind getting dirty. 
● A table
● A camera to help record your measurements



Procedure! 
1.  Set up your table in a clear area that you don’t 
mind getting dirty 

2.  Very gently, set out your sodas near the table. 
There will be 18 2L bottles total. Organize them by 
their type. 

3.  Divide out out 18 groups of 7 Mentos each 

4. Set up your tube to drop Mentos into the sodas 

5. Set up the ladder so it’s 3 meters tall. Attach the 
measuring tape to the ladder vertically so that it 
starts on the ground and goes up towards the top of 
the ladder. 



Procedure (cont.) 
6.  Setup the camera facing the experiment, making sure that you keep it in 
the same place each time. Turn on the camera.

7.  Now, open the soda bottle and quickly drop 1 of the Mentos piles down 
the tube into the soda (make sure they all fall in!) Back away quickly.

8.  Finally, playback the video you just recorded. Pause the video at the top 
of the explosion and record how high the soda went.

9.  Now, repeat this for the same soda for a total of 3 trials and measure 
each result. 

10. Lastly, repeat all these steps for the remaining 5 groups of sodas. 



My Observations- The sodas and Mentos before!
Date: 11/10/22 

Qualitative:                    Soda                                             Mentos

The sodas are their regular colors, no    Mentos are round, white, smell minty, a                                                              

fizz, regular smell, liquid, full.                  smooth consistency, solid.

Quantitative:                 Soda                                              Mentos

Individual 2 liter sodas.                            13 piece Mentos, standard package.



My Observations- The Sodas and Mentos After!
Date: 11/10/22 

Qualitative:                    Soda                                             Mentos

Regular color, some fizz, half full,           White, wet-ish, sticky, solid.

tastes minty, liquid.

Quantitative:                 Soda                                              Mentos

Normally 1 liter full or ½ liters full.           0 Mentos left.



My Observations- The Explosion!
Date: 11/10/22

Qualitative:

The brown sodas had a brown colored explosion, green sodas had a green 
colored explosion, not clear, bubbly texture.

Quantitative: 

Each explosion was about a inch wide, differing heights, and each explosion 
lasted about 3 seconds. 



My Results- Chart Form! 

Trial 1 Trial 2 Trial 3 Average

Control- Diet 
Coke

69 cm 130 cm 150 cm * 116.33 cm

Diet Dr. Pepper 163 cm 130 cm 170 cm * 154.33 cm

Diet Pepsi 99 cm 142 cm * 3 cm 81.33 cm

Diet 7 Up 104 cm 110 cm 140 cm * 118 cm 

Diet Mountain 
Dew

33 cm 58 cm 61 cm * 50.67 cm

Diet A&W Root 
Beer

97 cm 130 cm * 102 cm 109.67 cm

(* = Highest score in trials)





My Results- Graph form! 

(* = Highest score.)



My Results! 
● My results really surprised me!

● The average explosion heights (over 3 trials 

for each soda) were:

○ Diet Coke: 116.33 cm

○ Diet Dr Pepper: 154.33 cm

○ Diet Pepsi: 81.33 cm

○ Diet 7up: 118 cm

○ Diet Mt Dew:  50.67 cm

○ Diet A&W Root Beer: 109.67 cm

● The highest recorded explosion for each 

soda was:

○ Diet Coke: 150 cm

○ Diet Dr Pepper: 170 cm

○ Diet Pepsi: 142 cm

○ Diet 7up: 140 cm

○ Diet Mt Dew: 61 cm

○ Diet A&W Root Beer: 130 cm  



My Conclusion! 
      I started out asking myself, “Which soda will explode the highest when I put 
Mentos in it?” and it turns out that Diet Dr Pepper explodes the highest! 

Looking at the data, Diet Dr Pepper actually went the highest and not the Diet 
Coke, which came in 3rd place (according to averages). I originally calculated the 
averages for my data, but I do not agree that the average is the best way to decide 
which soda had the biggest explosion. After all that, I know that the soda that 
performed the best was the Diet Dr Pepper with a height of 170 cm!!

I was also surprised because I thought the Diet Coke had the most carbonation 
and would make the biggest fizz and the best explosion, but it did not. So, maybe 
the carbonation isn’t the factor that tells how high the explosion will go?

Next time I want to investigate what different candies can be dropped into Diet Dr 
Pepper to create explosions like Mentos does!


